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By Idahlynn Karre

Each year our International Leadership Conference 
and the winter issue of Leadership provide us with an 
opportunity to recognize exemplary leaders who have 
made notable contributions to the advancement of 
leadership, and we are proud to continue this tradition 
in the current issue of our journal. However, this 
is a year unlike any other in the Chair Academy’s 
illustrious history for we have very recently lost our 
beloved visionary leader, the founder, and inspiration 
of this great organization, a supportive colleague, and 
dear friend to so many of us. 

For Gary Filan there is no true measure. As we look at 
Gary’s 30-year career serving post-secondary education 
and 20 years as Executive Director of the Academy 
we find evidence of exceptional outcomes, enduring 
relationships, and a caring community to be part of his 
enduring legacy.

The Academy is the only Post-Secondary Leadership 
Development enterprise in the world that continues 
to thrive after 20 years. Many other professional 
organizations and leadership programs have started, 
tried, and become extinct. What was it about Gary’s 
leadership that made the Academy different? Iron 
will, tenacity, passion, energy, and his unwillingness 
to give up, while always growing, improving, refining, 
and adhering to unchanging core values. A generation 
of leaders around the world is the beneficiary of his 
foresight, perseverance, and innovation. 

He established relationships with individuals, teams, 
campuses, states, provinces, and countries to extend 
the Academy’s reach. One personal relationship at 
a time, Gary built a network of individuals and 
teams that would be deeply committed to him and 

How do you measure the leadership of this great man?
Is it the outcomes of his career of leadership?

Is it the relationships that he built?
Is it the community that he created? 

the Academy. He knew leadership was personal. In 
establishing relationships Gary developed a culture of 
knowing he could count on us and we could count on 
him. Strong organizations develop and thrive on such 
a foundation.

He gave us something to believe in, to be a part 
of, to build with him, to love and be loved by. He 
knew what good community felt like, and how to 
create it with trust and integrity. He was the host 
of our Academy community, the drive behind its 

achievement, the one we looked to for leadership, and 
he will remain the hero at the heart of it.

While the traditional yardsticks of leadership fail to 
adequately measure his great work, we know the work. 
Our connection and commitment to it and to the 
man that led us to this place is reliable and constant. 
He knew how to inspire us and connect us to the 
mission. He modeled hard work and unwavering faith 
in our ability to make a difference for each other, our 
teams, our organizations, and our students. He never 
forgot the core business of learning. He challenged us 
to grow beyond our comfortable boundaries and not 
to rest on our successes. He maximized his talents and 
ours too. He encouraged us, uplifted us, and taught 
us how to lead. 

On January 6, 2012 Dr. Gary Filan retired as 
Executive Director of the Academy. Hundreds joined 
in recognition of Gary’s lasting legacy. 

Less than one month later, Gary and I would sit in the 
beautiful sunshine at his home in Phoenix. As was our 
pattern for 20 years, I sat with computer open and phone 
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at hand to record his thoughts and respond as asked. 
Together we read cards and notes sent from around the 
world. Each note received a good measure of gratitude. 
Our memories were of hard work, great friends, laughter 
and learning. At one point Gary asked me to write 
a letter of heartfelt thanks to his work family and 
worldwide community. He wanted to make sure that 
each knew of his or her impact on his life. He wanted to 
remind us that, “it takes a village to make a difference.” 

With his last energy, he asked me 
to help him personally call as many 
of his colleagues along the 20-year 
journey as he could. As he did, I was 
witness to the most profound gifts of 
courage, kindness, and inspiration. 
Each colleague and friend listened as 
Gary thanked them for all they had 
done for him as a man and as a leader. 
They honored him with love and 
legacy. Here was testament to shared 
great work, enduring relationships, and 
loving community. 

A week later our dear friend passed to 
his final rest after a courageous battle 
with an incurable illness. He was 
surrounded by his loving family and 
embraced by the spirit of his many 
caring friends and colleagues around 
the world. We would be left to mourn 
his absence and support his beautiful 
family and each other. 

We pick up the work of the Academy 
and carry on. We will honor his 
legacy and work to keep it strong for 
all of our days. We will miss him, but 
never forget his great gifts. Ours is 
the task of helping future generations 
of leaders know this remarkable man 
and his transformational leadership 
through the work that we do each day.

It is only appropriate, then, that in this issue of the journal 
which is dedicated to celebrating outstanding leadership 
contributions, we lead off with recognition of a man who 
dedicated his professional life to supporting others on 
their leadership journeys.

We love him and miss him. Our work and this journal 
are dedicated to his visionary leadership.

visionary
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His vision has made a difference in post-secondary 
education. His leadership translated the passion 
of a small group of committed colleagues into the 
International Leadership Academy. The reality of his 
leadership endures as his profound legacy.

Importance of professional Development  
for Leaders in higher Education

In 1990, leadership training in higher education was 
reserved for presidents, vice presidents, and deans. 
Training was designed to prepare leaders for a college 
or university presidency. Few, if any, opportunities 
were available to department chairs. Then, as now, 
department chairs and other midlevel leaders in post-
secondary education outnumber all other categories of 
administrators combined. 

Unlike the private sector, which devoted a considerable 
percentage of its training dollars to midlevel managers, 
higher education was providing minimal or no funds 
for the development of midlevel leaders. Although the 
chair position was, and continues to be widely regarded 
as key to the effective functioning of a post-secondary 
organization’s major academic, student services, 
administrative, and career programs, those filling the 
positions generally received little or no formal training or 
development for the position. 

Department chairs of the Maricopa Community 
Colleges, located in the Phoenix metropolitan area 
of Arizona, recognized this need for training and 
development. They were determined to identify 
support and resources needed to obtain the necessary 
skills to lead their departments effectively. They 

Dr. Gary Filan  
and The Chair aCademy

“Leadership is the capacity to translate vision into reality.” – Warren Bennis

visionary leadership | The Legacy of
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recognized the need for skills-based training and 
development that would assist them with the complex 
roles and responsibilities of serving as academic and 
administrative leaders. 

They found support and visionary leadership from 
Dr. Gary Filan who was serving as the organizational 
development specialist for the Maricopa Community 
College District. He supported the chairs’ request for 
funds to attend a department chair training conference 
in Orlando, Florida. The Maricopa chairs hoped that by 
attending this conference they would receive information 
they could use as a foundation and first steps toward 
better understanding the complexities associated with 
their positions. However, not only did the conference 
not meet their need for skills-based training and 
development, it also made them aware that the 
conference was geared more toward discipline-specific 
academic department chairs at a university level rather 
than a community college level. This group of chairs, 
upon their return to Arizona, decided to begin the 
research for and the design of a conference specifically 
focused for department chairs at the community and 
technical college level.

The pioneering colleagues who were determined to do 
something about providing skills-based training and 
development for their department chairs included Jack 
Peterson, Jo Wilson, Jim Ferguson, Richard Malena, 
Chuck Zontanos, Gilbert Gonzales, and Aaron James. 
They needed a champion. They needed a leader 
who shared their passion and vision for training and 
development for post-secondary leaders. Their passionate 
visionary leader was Dr. Gary Filan who agreed.

So began the Chair Academy, an organization that would 
come to provide conferences and comprehensive leadership 
training and development programs for more than 25,000 
leaders in post-secondary education worldwide under the 
executive leadership of Dr. Gary Filan.

“Never underestimate the power of a small group of 
committed people to change the world. In fact, it is the only 
thing that ever has.” –Margaret Mead

Data Driven from the beginning

One of the first tasks for Dr. Filan and the group 
of chairs who attended the Orlando conference was 
to design a national survey of chief instructional 
officers (CIOs) in community and technical colleges. 
The survey asked CIOs to describe some of the key 
characteristics of the department chair position and to 
identify the leadership training needs of the position. 
In February 1991, the survey was distributed to twelve 
hundred community college CIOs in the United States. 
Responses were received from 426 colleges – about 35% 
of the twelve hundred CIOs.

The principle finding of the survey was that fully 
70% of the respondents, representing more than three 
hundred colleges, indicated that no formalized training 
was provided for their department chairs. In addition, 
the great majority of all colleges – both those that 
provided some training for chairs and those that did not 
– indicated a strong interest in implementing training 
for their chairs on a wide range of topics. 

“Due to the unique roles and missions of 

community and technical colleges and their 

open-door policies, chairs need training that 

can provide them with the skills needed to 

serve the growing number of first-generation 

college students, the underprepared students, 

the increasing numbers of adult students, as 

well as students enrolled in certificate, transfer, 

and occupational programs.”
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The leadership training areas that the CIOs perceived 
as having the greatest need were faculty evaluation, 
strategic planning and managing budgets, curriculum 
planning, conflict management, complexity of academic 
and administrative roles, communication skills, legal 
issues, time management, and implementing educational 
technology. These areas eventually served as the program 
for the Chair Academy’s first international conference. 

1st International chair Academy  
Leadership conference

With financial support from Dr. Paul A. Elsner, 
Chancellor of the Maricopa Colleges during the 
Academy’s developing years, the grassroots team of 
chairs began to meet on a weekly basis to plan for 
an international conference specifically designed for 
community and technical college department chairs. 
As Maricopa College’s organizational development 
manager, Dr. Filan became the administrator and leader 
of the group.

The committee knew that if they were to be successful 
they needed to design a conference that was completely 
different from the other conferences they had attended 
during their professional careers. Cornerstones of the 
annual international conference were set in place in 

1991 and continue as the foundation of the Annual 
International Leadership Conference today. 

Those cornerstones include: concurrent and roundtable 
sessions are learning-centered, sessions are selected 
based on their immediate relevance to educational 
leadership, and presenters are asked to submit a 
paper related to their presentation for distribution to 
conference attendees. A good array of social activities 
planned, as Gary would say, “to allow for plentiful 
networking opportunities.” Additionally, colleagues 
noted for their innovative and best practice leadership 
offer daylong pre-conference workshops. Noted scholars 
of leadership and inspirational keynote speakers who 
know and understand issues related to post-secondary 
leadership are invited to share during daily opening 
sessions. Proudly, exemplary individual and team 
leadership is honored and celebrated in community 
throughout the conference. 

“My first year as department chair, I saw an advertisement 
for a brand new conference specifically for community 
college department chairs, and thought, �Boy, do I need 
this! I was there for the first conference, and have missed 
only two since then. Your �idea� has grown into something 
unique, and I, and hundreds if not thousands of others, 
have benefited from that idea. Add that to what I got 
at the Leadership Academy and you made a tremendous 
difference in my professional life as a department chair. In 
my personal life, you also showed me that ideas and dreams 
can be worth pursuing, and can have long-lasting and far-
reaching consequences.”

– Dr. Mike Felker, Chair, Department of English 
(retired) South Plains College, TX

The 1st Annual International Leadership Conference 
attracted hundreds of community and technical 
college leaders. Robust in years of abundance in higher 
education funding and thriving in lean economic 
years, the Academy’s Annual Conference is the 
only international conference for all levels of higher 
education leadership to continue and to flourish over 
twenty-two years. 

THE LEGACY OF DR. GARY FILAN AND THE CHAIR ACADEMY
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“I first met Gary at the Chair Leadership Academy in 
Banff, Alberta. Gary was one of the facilitators. His 
enthusiasm for leadership was contagious. Last year, I 
again saw Gary at the Chair Academy Conference. I was 
impressed by his humility, his generosity with everyone he 
talked to; his determination to make sure everyone felt 
connected and benefited from the conference.”
– Mary Resch - Associate Dean, School of ICT Chair,  
New Media Production & Design - Calgary, AB, Canada

This year, the 21nd Annual International Conference 
will bring together 500 leaders from around the 
world to participate in sessions with world renown 
keynote speakers, best practitioners for pre-conference 
workshops, 85 concurrent and round table sessions, 
“plentiful networking opportunities,” and recognitions 
and celebrations of excellence in leadership including 
the recognition of the first honorees for the Gary Filan 
Leadership Award.

The Academy for Leadership and Development

In addition to designing the 1st Annual International 
Conference developed solely for community and 
technical college department and division chairs and 
deans, Gary and the chairs of the Maricopa Community 
Colleges began to research and design a program to 
provide department chairs with in-depth, skills-based 
professional development in the areas of academic and 
administrative leadership. 

Spring of 1992, Dr. Filan traveled to Lincoln, Nebraska 
to work with Dr. Alan Seagren and Dr. Dan Wheeler, at 
the Center for the Study of Higher and Postsecondary 
Education (CSHPE) at the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln to help develop a survey to be distributed to 
department chairs in the United States and Canada. 
Keeping with the Academy practice to be a data-driven 
organization, the CSHPE survey was critical to decision-
making for the emerging Chair Academy. 

A second component central to twenty years of 
decision-making for the Academy emerged through the 
partnership between Dr. Gary Filan, from the Maricopa 
Community College District, and Drs. Al Seagren 

and Dan Wheeler from the University of Nebraska. In 
1992 working partnerships between two-year colleges 
and four-year universities were the exception. The 
partnership begun in Lincoln was a milestone for a 20-
year personal and professional journey in excellence and 
friendship between two and four year post-secondary 
organizations within the Academy.

The 1992 collaborative survey collected data in 
four main areas: the characteristics of the chair, the 
responsibilities of the position, the challenges of the 
position, and the response and resource strategies used 
by chairs. A total of 3,000 surveys were returned. 
The results provided the first comprehensive study of 
the position of department chair in community and 
technical colleges. The study also provided the emerging 
Academy team with the information needed to ensure 
that the appropriate leadership training topics as well as 
the administrative and academic needs of department 
chairs in community and technical colleges were going 
to be addressed through Chair Academy initiatives.

In the summer of 1992, the 1st yearlong pilot program of 
the Academy for Leadership Training and Development 
was conducted in Prescott, Arizona. Forty-eight 
participants came from post-secondary organizations 
from across North America. The knowledge and 
experiences learned from this pilot program in 1992-
1993 continue to serve as the foundation for the 
Academy’s yearlong leadership training and development 
program today. 

“Gary, never forget the many whom you have 
inspired�including me.  My involvement with the  
Chair Academy has been life changing�all to the good.  
I am so grateful for your leadership and for you.”

–Dr. Marilyn D. Rinehart, Executive Vice-President of 
Academic Affairs/Chief Academic Officer, Johnson County 
Community College, Overland Park, KS, participant in the 
1st Leadership Academy in Prescott, AZ

Gary Filan recognized that leadership training and 
development must be carefully designed to broaden each 
participant’s knowledge and skill in leadership. The 

THE LEGACY OF DR. GARY FILAN AND THE CHAIR ACADEMY
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pilot timeline of two weeks of residential development, 
bridged by a yearlong practicum with support 
mechanisms for coaching and mentoring in the context 
of the participant’s current position, provided a rich 
foundation for personal and professional growth and 
development. In order to provide ongoing support and 
development throughout the yearlong practicum, the 
Academy connected leaders electronically to keep them 
engaged and sharing ideas and best practices beyond the 
residential experiences. Gary wrote, 
 
“I believe college leaders must understand and use 
transformational leadership. Transformational leaders 
engage the full person so that followers are developed into 
leaders. Transformational leaders raise followers’ levels of 
awareness of the importance of achieving valued outcomes 
and strategies for reaching them. Transformational 
leaders develop followers’ needs to move to higher levels 
of achievement while simultaneously encouraging them 
to transcend their own self-interest for the sake of the 
team, organization, or larger policy. Transformational 
leadership is leadership with vision, creatively, interaction, 
empowerment, and passion.” 
 
With Gary’s visionary leadership, the data, and best 
practices derived from the initial pilots in Prescott, 
Arizona in 1992-1993 and 1993-1994, the Academy 
was ready to expand across North America. Moving 
from a series of modules delivered by keynote speakers 
to an integrated curriculum of leadership seminars 
facilitated by a cadre of skilled leader practitioners, 
the Academy was on the move. The cadre of Academy 
facilitators developed out of the 1st Academy cohort: 
Ken Robson, Helen Burnstad, Marilyn Rinehart, and 
Bill Lamb joined Gary, Al Seagren, Dan Wheeler, 
Mike McHargue, and Idahlynn Karre and today the 
Academy facilitation team enjoys a membership of 20 
facilitators and thousands of mentors who serve in the 
stewardship of Academy participants’ learning, growth, 
and development. 

Quoting Stephen Covey, Gary always believed that 
Academy “programs should attempt to empower 
people to soar, to sail, to step forward bravely into the 

unknown.” As one Academy graduate wrote, “my life 
changed in a hundred different ways that week. I feel re-
energized, confident, experienced, and wise. The Academy 
has been a metamorphosis for me. I only hope that I can 
share this experience and the direction and expertise I’ve 
gained from it with other leaders, and potential leaders, 
who dare to empower each other on this wonderful journey 
of post-secondary leadership.”

The Academy leadership program has stayed true to 
its origins and core values. While there are programs 
intended to provide leadership training and development 
for executive levels of post-secondary education, the 
Academy is the only worldwide program devoted to 
serving professionals whose leadership positions are 
at the midlevel and above in college and universities. 
During the early 1990s, academic chairs and deans were 
the primary participants of the Academy. However, since 
1995, program offerings have been expanded to include 
all midlevel organizational leaders from technical and 
community colleges as well as colleges and universities. 
 
“Participating in your work changed the trajectory of my 
life. As a brand new dean, I had no idea how I was going 
to survive without the knowledge and skills necessary to do 
my new job. Then I met you and I gained the confidence 
and skills not only to survive but also to thrive and excel in 
my work. You have been my mentor, my colleague, and my 
friend. You have truly given your time, talents, and gifts 
to helping the rest of us find our own voices. Thank you for 
the years that you have spent and will continue to spend 
making the world a better place for the millions of students 
we serve each year by challenging us to focus on excellence. 
We celebrate the gifts that you have freely offered to each of 
us. We are better people for knowing you and for the work 
you have shepherded on our behalf.” 
– Dr. Kaye Walter, Chancellor,  
Ivy Tech Community College, Indianapolis, IN 

customized and statewide succession and 
Leadership Development 
 
“Our chief want is someone who will inspire us to be what 
we know we could be.” –Ralph Waldo Emerson

THE LEGACY OF DR. GARY FILAN AND THE CHAIR ACADEMY
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As the Academy grew into the mid-1990s so did the 
need for succession planning in community and 
technical colleges. Realizing that the time was near 
when a significant number of current leaders would be 
leaving for retirement, immediate action needed to be 
taken by colleges to identify and develop future leaders. 
Community and technical colleges need a professional 
development plan so they could “grow” future successors 
internally. 

Gary knew that the Academy for Leadership and 
Development Program could be central in helping 
colleges address the challenges of succession planning. 
Gary’s goal for the Academy “was to become a catalyst for 
a systematic movement focused on developing the leadership 
skills needed by department chairs, deans, and other 
organizational leaders, which in turn will help position 
community and technical colleges as a vital component of 
higher education.”

Most community and technical colleges did not have 
succession and leadership development plans in place. 
So Gary made it his mission to personally contract 
individual colleges, states, and countries to discuss their 
interests in having customized succession planning and 
leadership development programs designed to meet their 
specific needs. By 1994, he was in discussion with fifteen 
states, two provinces, Europe, Australia, and Guam.

Passionate about regional, national, and international 
programs for leadership development, Gary built 
relationships with colleagues in states and Canadian 
provinces to support in the successful development of 
leadership training and development tailored to meet the 
needs of specific post-secondary populations. 

“I was the chairperson of our statewide task force when we 
elected to contract with the Academy to provide leadership 
training for leaders across our state. This statewide 
presidential commitment to leadership training is securing 
our future by providing our leaders with the necessary skills 
needed to lead our institutions into the next millennium. 
The results from the Academy’s leadership program have 
been excellent.” – Dr. Bill Ihlenfeldt, Past President, 
Chippewa Valley Technical College, Wisconsin

Statewide programs were developed and implemented 
in Wisconsin, New Jersey, New York, Texas, Tennessee, 
Minnesota, Arizona, Michigan, Florida, Iowa, and 
Illinois as well as Province-wide programs in Ontario, 
Alberta, and British Columbia. Local, customized 
leadership programs have been developed for individual 
colleges and college systems. The first Global Leadership 
Academy was held in 1994 and offered opportunism for 
international connections among post-secondary leaders.

“I had the pleasure of meeting Gary in 1997 when I took 
the Leadership program with Gary and Ken Robson in 
Banff. Since then I have continued to work with Gary to 
advance leadership at SAIT Polytechnic in Canada with 
more than 100 staff completing the Chair Leadership 
programs, many of which were taught by Gary. With these 
100 staff influencing thousands of other SAIT employees 
and students Gary’s influence has been felt, and will 
continue to be felt at our institution for many years to 
come.” – Gordon Nixon, Vice President Academic, 
SAIT Polytechnic, Calgary, Alberta

These early efforts eventually developed into an 
internationally recognized Academy for Leadership 
and Development that has offered leadership training 
and development programs throughout the United 
States, Canada, Guam, Australia, Europe, China, and 
the Middle East. The Chair Academy, whose main 
office is located in Mesa, Arizona, has branched out 
internationally and has offices in Melbourne, Australia. 

“There is no more powerful engine driving an organization 
toward excellence and long-range success than an attractive, 
worthwhile, achievable vision for the future, widely 
shared.”  –Burt Nanus

The year 2002 brought a renewal of energy for college 
and university collaborations. Commonly called 
“2+2” initiatives, community colleges and universities 
moved more fully into the relationship imperative of 
community college and university partnerships. Always 
looking out to future trends and critical opportunities to 
preserve the core of the Academy and stimulate future 
growth in post-secondary leadership, Gary initiated 2+2 
partnerships for the Academy. Led by the Minnesota 

THE LEGACY OF DR. GARY FILAN AND THE CHAIR ACADEMY
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State College and University system and the Tennessee 
Board of Regents, the Academy began to deliver 
statewide leadership programs to integrate community 
college, technical college, four-year colleges, and 
university leaders; all in the same Academy facing 
similar opportunities and challenges of post-secondary 
leadership. 

The pioneering partnership that Gary forged 
between the Maricopa Community College District 
and the University of Nebraska in 1992 paved the 
way for the 2002 work of community college and 
university partnerships for many states, provinces, 
and municipalities. Academy programs in Minnesota 
(Luoma Leadership Academy) and Tennessee (Regents 
Academic Leadership Institute) demonstrate the 
power of 2+2 partnerships in higher education, 
these Academies stand as a legacy to enduring post-
secondary commitments to serve our students, staff 
and communities through leadership, regardless of 
organizational focus or mission. 

“I cannot begin to put into words the impact you and 
your extraordinary leadership have had on my professional 
life and the lives of many Tennessean Board of Regents 
faculty and administrators. Your mentorship and vision for 
both the Chair Academy and the TBR Regents Academic 
Leadership Institute have ensured that institutions of higher 
education both in Tennessee and all over the world enjoy 
and benefit from well-prepared leaders who reflect your 
passion, drive, and expertise. We are all transformed by our 
work with you.”
–- Dr. Paula Myrick Short, Vice Chancellor for Academic 
Affairs, Tennessee Board of Regents, Nashville, TN

Decade-long longitudinal studies from these 
partnerships provide continued data-driven decision-
making and statistically significant outcomes on 
leadership training and development by the Academy. 
The audit and research report for these programs 
begins: “The Regents Academic Leadership Institute 
(RALI) and the Luoma Leadership Academy have 
made a significant difference in college and university 
leadership in the states of Tennessee and Minnesota. 

Both statewide leadership programs are designed and 
facilitated by the Chair Academy and as such represent 
the on-going Leadership Academy experience provided 
by the Academy.” 

Scientific research between 2002 and 2012 confirms that 
the Leadership Academy makes a significant difference 
in post-secondary leadership. Multiple quantitative and 
qualitative measures have assessed leadership growth 
over-time and confirm the statistical significance of the 
Academy program for university and college leaders. 

Research findings confirm statistical significance in the 
two quantitative surveys administered to participants 
as a part of the 360-degree Pre-Interim- and Post-
assessment over the 18-month period of the Academy 
experience. Research finds statistical significance in 
participants’ growth in transformational leadership and 
in critical elements of post-secondary-leadership. 

Participant narratives tell the real story of the Academy 
experience! Qualitative analysis of participants’ 
narrative reports and reflections confirm the results of 
the quantitative analysis. Results find three dominant 
themes in participants’ narratives: increased self-
awareness and confidence as a leader, increased 
knowledge and skill in relationship development, team 
development and networking among leaders. Content 
analysis of the reports and narratives from participants’ 
mentors confirm dominant themes.
 
Three overarching themes: competence in critical 
elements of leadership, commitment to transformational 
leadership, and confidence in personal and professional 
leadership knowledge and skills were found. These 
findings confirm and deepen the findings from 
other quantitative and qualitative research measures 
and tools. Narrative data find personal growth over 
time in participants’ competence in critical elements 
of leadership and management, commitment and 
confidence in leadership and management competencies, 
and transformational leadership. Participants express 
deep personal satisfaction with the Leadership Academy 
experience and find the Academy to be a “life changing” 
opportunity for to learn and grow as a leader. 

THE LEGACY OF DR. GARY FILAN AND THE CHAIR ACADEMY
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“Thank you for your vision, passion and commitment 
in advancing an awareness of the importance and 
intentionality of effective leadership in post secondary 
institutions. You have made a profound impact – not 
only for those who have had the opportunity to attend an 
Academy, but for those who have in turn been influenced by 
those same leaders and our students, whose lives have been 
enriched and whose dreams have been realized.” 
– Valerie Grabove, Chair, Centre for Educational  
and Professional Development, Niagara College,  
Welland, ON, Canada

Continuing to customize post-secondary leadership 
training and development programs, the Academy piloted 
the first Academy for Advanced Leadership in December 
of 2005. Fifty-two leaders from around the world 
participated. Participants engaged in collaborative inquiry, 
dialogue and discussion on the most contemporary and 
up-to-date theory and research in leadership. Personal 
narratives and the conversational nature of the Academy 
added depth to traditional learning-centered strategies 
for this Academy program that was designed for leaders 
desiring professional development in advanced leadership. 
The Academy for Advanced Leadership continues to be 
offered by the Academy.

“As leaders of community colleges, we frequently say that 
our work is about changing lives. If I am successful at that 
ambitious mission, it is because you changed mine.  
A dozen or so years ago, I was a faculty member and 
program coordinator at a community college in Michigan, 
joining a handful of my colleagues for the first statewide 
Chair Academy� for emerging leaders. My life has never 
been the same. I learned new ways of looking at and 
experiencing leadership, I discovered more about myself  
and my aspirations and capabilities, I made connections 
that will be with me the rest of my life.”
–Dr. Lane Glenn, President,  
Northern Essex Community College, Haverhill, MA

“The very essence of leadership is that you have to have 
vision. It’s got to be a vision you articulate clearly and 
forcefully on every occasion. You can’t blow an uncertain 
trumpet.” –Father Theodore Hesburgh

Gary Filan was never uncertain. Talking with anyone 
anywhere. His vision was clear and passionately 
articulated. Everything he did was anchored in core 
values. He was dedicated to specific goals and outcomes 
of the conference and Academies. He inspired and 
enlisted many in the Academy journey. He was certain.

Gary’s visionary leadership, iron will, tenacity, and 
drive have taken the Chair Academy from a “good idea” 
for department chairs at Mesa Community College 
to a worldwide program of exemplary leadership 
development. His advocacy for post-secondary leadership 
has built and sustained the Academy from training 
sessions for a committed group of chairs to a much 
respected international educational enterprise serving 
over 25,000 college and university leaders from hundreds 
of post-secondary organizations around the world.

“I have been finding myself frequently in reflection of 
the significant, tangible impact this one, dedicated; 
visionary person has had on my life and my career.  I know 
without a doubt that the educator, administrator, leader, 
and colleague that I strive to be have been indisputably 
influenced by the many gifts and strengths of Gary 
Filan: his vision, his work, and his life.”
– Dr. David Gatewood, Dean, Career Education & 
Workforce Development, Irvine Valley College, Irvine, CA

A thirty-year devotion to our hopeful enterprise and 
over twenty years leading the Academy! What a stellar 
record of personal and professional achievement! We 
honor Gary for his visionary leadership and a personal 
and professional dedication to each of us as his friends 
and colleagues. He has been our champion and mentor. 
The world is better for Gary’s dedication and hard work. 
Hundreds of colleges, thousands of leaders, and millions 
of their colleagues and students have been transformed 
by his work.
 
Gary’s work continues. His legacy lives on in our 
continued good work for our colleges and universities. 

THE LEGACY OF DR. GARY FILAN AND THE CHAIR ACADEMY
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THE LEGACY OF DR. GARY FILAN AND THE CHAIR ACADEMY

“When we use transformational leadership we 
become a source of inspiration to staff and students. 
Transformational leaders diagnose, meet, and elevate 
the needs of all members of the organization through 
individualized consideration, stimulate followers to 
view the world of post-secondary education from a new 
perspective, and inspire trust in the leader to positively 
effect organizational growth and change. The multiple 
and complex roles and responsibilities of today’s 
post-secondary leadership requires transformational 
leaders who can articulate an appealing vision of 
the future, challenge followers with high standards, 
speak optimistically, and provide encouragement and 
meaning for what needs to be done.

“Post-secondary leaders must build and connect 
communities. At the core of post-secondary 
leadership is the ability to connect individuals, teams, 
departments, and the college with the community. 
Clearly leaders must bridge their teams to the larger 
organizational culture. However, the connections do 
not stop at the borders of the campus. Connecting 
through community requires leadership that goes 
beyond the boundaries of the campus.

“College leaders must connect communities of practice 
on their campuses and encourage, support, and lead 
connections from campus constituencies to outer 
educational levels, business and industry, professional 
associations, and the community at large.

“As leaders connect individuals, team, and 
communities, they are increasingly reminded that 
simply connecting individuals and communities is not 
enough. The complex role and responsibility of today’s 
post-secondary leader is to encourage, inspire, empower 
and then, recognize and celebrate contributions, values, 
and victories. Celebrating community reinforces the 
fact that extraordinary performance is the result of 
many people’s efforts.

“Today’s community college leaders must meet ever-
changing and every-growing complex and demanding 
roles and responsibilities. It is overwhelming 
to list these roles. They are compounding and 
multiplying. The Academy Leadership programs 
works to integrating critical attributes of college 
and university leadership and provide a framework 
for understanding, attitude, knowledge, and skills 
necessary for post-secondary leadership today and into 
the coming decades.

“The ever-increasing demands of college leadership 
coupled with the need for succession planning in post-
secondary education require a comprehensive plan 
for preparing leaders. The Academy for Leadership 
and Development has demonstrated the ability to 
provide high quality transformational leadership by 
careful analysis of the attributes essential for effective 
leadership woven with the very best of training 
and learning practices. The result is a program 
for leadership development that will transform 
individuals, teams, colleges, and universities now and 
into the next decade.

“The leader of the future must be tireless, inventive, 
observant, risk-taking, and ever-hopeful builder and 
enabler of management and leadership teams with 
in the college. If successful, the leader will have 
constructed teams that carry out the organizations 
vision, goals and purpose. By working together, these 
teams will accomplish more than any individual 
member ever could. The Academy is asking the 
worldwide community of post-secondary leaders 
regardless of position or title to be servant leaders, 
to plan for the succession and development of future 
leaders; and to remember that we all work in the 
most hopeful of enterprises – the awakening work of 
learning, empowering world of building dreams and 
creating bright futures, To do this we must all work 
together toward our shared vision.”

–Dr. Gary Filan,  
Executive Director of the Chair Academy, Mesa, AZ
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Al: Although I have known you for quite some time, I 
have never actually learned what inspired you initially 
to pursue a career in education, so perhaps that is an 
appropriate place to begin.

Ken: I have been singularly fortunate over my career 
– from my earliest formative experiences to the 

Ken: Thank you, Al, and permit me to say before 
we get underway that it is an honor to receive this 
prestigious award whose name recognizes one of the 
truly inspirational leaders in higher education. I am 
also proud to be joining the distinguished company of 
past recipients of this award, such as yourself, whose 
leadership contributions I both admire and respect.

Ken Robson
2012 Paul A. Elsner International Leadership Award Recipient

Conducted by Alan T. Seagren

Interview with

Al: Congratulations, Ken, on being selected to receive the 2012 Paul A. Elsner International 
Leadership Award. Your extensive and successful career in higher education and your 
commitment to leadership development through your lengthy involvement in the Chair 
Academy certainly qualify you as a worthy recipient of this award. I look forward to your 
reflections on higher education leadership as you have experienced it over your career.

Dr. Ken Robson (center) on an educational retreat with students and staff in the beautiful Canadian Rockies.
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about my discipline within a supportive collegial 
environment. These were very satisfying years.

Al: What led you then to make the transition 
from teaching, which you obviously enjoyed, to 
administration?

Ken: The transition occurred quite gradually as I 
became more and more involved in campus affairs, but 
teaching and administration continued to coexist in my 
career for several years. Almost from the outset I found 
myself engaged in a variety of informal leadership 
roles in various collegial governance bodies, contract 
negotiations, and professional development activities. 
I also served for a time as a curriculum coordinator 
prior to being selected as department chair. That was 
my first formal leadership role. While I continued to 
teach, I became progressively more involved in College-

wide developments at a time of enormous institutional 
growth and change.

Al: This sounds like one of those transitional moments 
you spoke about at the outset. Was it and, if so, what 
happened next?

Ken: It was without question a pivotal moment. 
There was a critical need to manage the institution’s 
development through this important stage and, so, I 
accepted a deanship and devoted my energies to full-
time administration. I joined a team of very talented 
and dedicated educational administrators led by a 

present day – to have encountered individuals who 
inspired and encouraged me at important transitional 
moments in my life. One of the earliest of these 
occurred when I was about to graduate from my small 
high school and move to a large university. One of 
my teachers – a nun as it happens – took me aside 
to explain something of the adjustment I was about 
to experience. At the end of her talk she produced 
a small book which she said I may find it helpful to 
read. The year was 1964. The book was The Catcher 
in the Rye. I went on to major in literature thanks 
in no small measure to the encouragement I received 
from this high school teacher. It taught me that small 
gestures can have large consequences.

Al: That is a wonderful little story and it leads me 
to ask how your educational choices prepared you 
specifically for a career in higher education.

Ken: I always enjoyed learning – and still do – 
and I discovered in my undergraduate years that 
I enjoyed both the pursuit of new ideas and the 
opportunity to discuss them with others. Taking 
my f irst Master’s degree in English see ching 
position in the newly expanding community college 
sector. I knew that I had found my vocation the 
moment I met my new colleagues and taught 
my f irst course. A short while later I was able to 
complete a second Master’s degree in f ilm studies 
which enabled me to introduce the College’s f irst 
f ilm course. These early years provided me with 
an opportunity to hone my craft and learn more 

INTERVIEW WITH KEN ROBSON

I always enjoyed learning – and still do – and I  
discovered in my undergraduate years that I enjoyed  
both the pursuit of new ideas and the opportunity  

to discuss them with others.
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organization was the Chair Academy. So off I went 
to Prescott, Arizona for the initial week of training 
without knowing exactly what to expect. And the rest 
is history, as they say.

Al: As you know, I was there as one of the facilitator/
consultants, but I am curious to know what it was like 
for you as a participant.

Ken: It was an extraordinary experience. It 
immediately became a collaborative community 
of learners seeking the most effective tools and 
techniques to foster the development of practical 

visionary leader. As a member of this new team, I 
participated in an intense period of expanding physical 
facilities, developing a new education plan, and 
hiring a large number of new faculty. In retrospect I 
came to understand that what drew my energies into 
administration was the opportunity to make a material 
difference that would benefit both students and faculty.

Al: What did you do to cope with the demands of your 
new role?

Ken: Like so many educational administrators, I was 
trained to be a teacher, and I knew that I had a great 
deal to learn about being an administrator. Initially I 
participated in a number of short-term developmental 
activities with mixed results. However, I was made 
aware of a brand new entity that was introducing a 
year-long immersive leadership training program. That 

INTERVIEW WITH KEN ROBSON

leadership skills and abilities. Although the 
materials were grounded in rich theory, they 
focused on activities and applications that were 
directly relevant to participants in their various 
administrative roles. The community was so 
inclusive and supportive that we not only learned a 
great deal, but formed relationships that, in many 
instances, remain strong today. I left Prescott 
eager to pursue my year-long practicum under the 
guidance of Dan Wheeler who eventually became 
my dissertation supervisor at the University of 
Nebraska, and the co-author along with you, me 
and others on The Academic Chair’s Handbook 
(Jossey-Bass, 2nd ed., 2008).

I am proud to have been among the first graduates 
of the Chair Academy’s leadership program to 
take advantage of the special relationship with the 

University of Nebraska. The experience of working 
on my doctorate remains one of the most memorable 
highlights of my leadership journey. I know that it was 
also the case for colleagues of mine who I subsequently 
mentored and who followed in my footsteps to complete 
the Educational Leadership Higher Education program 
at the University of Nebraska under your leadership.

The week we spent together the following year was even 
more exciting. In addition to the new content and refined 
approaches, the program had the feel of a class reunion. 
Friendships were renewed and deepened as we all continued 
our leadership journeys with increased confidence.
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Canada and the United States, and later at a number 
of international sites. To the hundreds of participants 
I had the good fortune to work with throughout 
North America, and in Australia, Ireland and the 
Netherlands, I would like to offer my sincere thanks. 
I was often asked, “Are we the best group you have 
facilitated?” to which I would always respond, “I love 
all my children.” However, permit me to say here that, 
collectively, you were the best!

Al: What do you think contributed to your enjoyment 
as a facilitator and your success in that role?

Ken: Facilitating Chair Academy programs made me 
appreciate how much I enjoyed teaching and how 
much more I had to learn, particularly with respect to 
working with adult learners. I gained so much from 
observing my fellow facilitators and in taking important 
cues from participants in a variety of geographical and 
cultural settings. I learned a great deal about myself 
and the resources I am able to draw upon in different 
circumstances. Wherever I facilitated, participants 
inevitably commented on my knowledge of the material, 
the clarity of my presentation style, and my evident 
enthusiasm for the subject, all the things teachers like to 
hear from students. Equally important to me, however, 
were the consistent comments about my use of personal 
stories and examples to illustrate points, my sense of 
humor, and my respect for and engagement with them as 
individuals. I discovered that, while participants expect 
a mastery of content and delivery, they desire facilitators 
to make a meaningful human connection between the 
content and them as individuals.

Al: Where did that journey take you next?

Ken: The Chair Academy asked me subsequently 
to mentor other participants as they went through 
their practicum experience. I found the process 
immensely rewarding because it combined the best 
elements of mentorship: through my interactions 
with a wide variety of participants, I was able to share 
my perspectives on their issues, as well as benefit 
from their experiences. I truly learned as much as I 
taught. Along the way I joined the editorial board of 
the Chair’s Academy Academic Leadership journal. 
Shortly thereafter, I was delighted to be asked to 
facilitate Academy leadership programs, initially in 

INTERVIEW WITH KEN ROBSON

Ken bringing his wit and humour as he serves as Master of 
Ceremonies for the 2001 International Academy Conference.

A much-respected facilitator, Ken shares the  
labours of his Academy.
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Al: As I recollect from earlier conversations, this was 
also a further period of development and change in 
your career.

Ken: That’s exactly right. After a time I left the dean’s 
position to assume a newly created position as Vice-
President, Student Affairs and Campus Life. This 
enabled me to work closely with students again, as 
well as with a range of professional staff. I found 
the opportunity to work with so many passionate 
advocates of the student experience in a changing 
environment highly invigorating. I am proud of all 
that these committed groups and individuals were able 
to accomplish in terms of expanding services for an 
increasingly diverse clientele. After more than three 
decades of working in a variety of leadership positions 
in the same institution, I left to form a consulting 
practice with my partner Judy Eifert. Together we have 
worked with a host of higher education institutions 
focusing particularly on significant transitional 
projects related to programmatic emphasis or mandate 
adjustment. One of our most memorable projects gave 
me the opportunity to work with two exceptional 
academic leaders, the former president of my alma 
mater and the former president of my institution on 
the creation of Quest University Canada, a new and 
groundbreaking undergraduate institution. The sheer 
variety of these projects has stimulated my further 
development as an academic leader, and they have been 
more personally and professionally rewarding than I 
could have ever imagined. 

Al: You are obviously a “ref lective practitioner” who 
thinks a great deal about what he does. What are a 
few of the leadership lessons you have learned over 
the years?

Ken: I have learned many valuable lessons over time, 
some from others and many from personal experience. 
First, know thyself remains an essential dictum, in my 
view. In other words, understand what your core values 
and beliefs are and use them to guide your actions. 
You can change an annoying behavior or learn a new 
management skill, but a commitment to honesty, 
trust, fairness and openness, for example, constitutes 
the bedrock of a leadership style. Second, maintain a 
positive and purposeful outlook, especially in the face 
of negativity or adversity. An apt illustration of this 
principle occurs in the film Apollo 13 when the person 
in charge of the Houston command center silences the 
panicked staff who feel the flight is doomed by asking 
simply, “What have we got on this ship that’s good?” 
Finally, the practice of leadership always occurs in a 
context and, therefore, while it is valuable to be aware 
of relevant leadership theories, it is also important to 

INTERVIEW WITH KEN ROBSON

I found the opportunity to work with so many passionate advocates of t 
he student experience in a changing environment highly invigorating. I am proud  

of all that these committed groups and individuals were able to accomplish in  
terms of expanding services for an increasingly diverse clientele.

Ken (far right) facilitated the first New York/Ontario 
Leadership Academy in 1994.
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understand the unique features of the situation you are 
facing: the goal, the timing, the level of preparedness, 
the culture, and the consequences in that particular 
setting of potential actions and outcomes.

Al: You have provided a thoughtful and informative 
account of your personal leadership journey over the 
past several decades. As you look to the future of 
higher education, what advice would you offer to those 
who are starting out on their leadership journeys?

Ken: Pressures from a variety of sources are continuing 
to make our institutions more and more complex 
to both manage and lead. I would advise aspiring 
administrators to acquire basic business skills to enable 
them to effectively manage their operations in terms 
of planning, budgeting, contract administration, 
accountability reporting, and the like. However, I 
would also strongly encourage administrators at all 
stages of their careers to seek out relevant leadership 
development activities such as those provided by the 
Chair Academy. Furthermore, it is very beneficial to 
cultivate a professional relationship with a trusted 
friend, mentor or colleague who can help leaders to 
avoid those pitfalls that await the unaware. I am often 
reminded in this context of the old adage, “experience 
is a hard teacher; she gives the test first followed by the 
lesson.” My final advice is to always act with integrity 
because you will be far more readily forgiven a lack of 
administrative knowledge or skills than you will a lack 
of character.

Al: Ken, this has been a highly enjoyable and 
informative conversation. Thanks so much for sharing 
your leadership thoughts and experiences for the 
benefit of academic leaders everywhere.

Ken: Al, it has been my privilege to serve alongside 
so many talented and committed professionals who 
are so passionate about maintaining our institutions 
as beacons of enlightenment for our students and as 
wellsprings of progress for our communities. They give 
me confidence that their leadership will ensure that 
our higher education institutions remain vibrant and 
progressive in the years ahead.

Dr. Alan T. Seagren is Emeritus Professor of Educational 
Administration and Vice President of Administration 
Emeritus, University of Nebraska, Lincoln. His fifty-year 
career at UNL includes 5 administrative positions including 
Vice President for Administration. His research has focused 
on the role and responsibility of department chairs. He 
has worked with the Academy for 20 years and is currently 
a member of the International Advisory Board and the 
Editorial Board for the Academy. Dr. Alan T. Seagren was 
a Paul A. Elsner honoree in 1998. He can be reached at: 
aseagren1@unl.edu

INTERVIEW WITH KEN ROBSON

Gary Filan and Ken Robson (right) in Prescott, AZ  
for the first Leadership Academy in 1992.
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RICHARD: Commencement! I love seeing all the 
pomp and circumstance, seeing the students and 
families, staff and faculty come together to celebrate 
their accomplishments.

HELEN: Tell us how you got connected to the 
Academy?

RICHARD: I attended my first Academy Conference 
in Long Beach CA in 1999. I learned about the 
Academy Leadership Program there and sought 
approval from my college to send a team of 4 Deans/
Directors and myself from Olympic College.

HELEN: Congratulations, Richard, on being selected 
to receive the 2012 Paul A. Elsner International 
Leadership Award. 

RICHARD: Thank you, Helen.

HELEN: Let’s jump right in. What brought you into 
post-secondary leadership? 

RICHARD: As a life-long student, it seemed logical to 
take my passion for learning and being a student and 
focus it on teaching and the learning of others. 

HELEN: Describe “A Best Day at Work as a Leader.” 

Richard Strand
2012 Paul A. Elsner International Leadership Award Recipient

Conducted by Helen M. Burnstad

Interview with

Dr. Richard Strand (far left) with Academy facilitators in Prescott, AZ, 2008.
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HELEN: What did you find most interesting about 
your Academy Leadership experience? 

RICHARD: Going through the program with a team 
from my college and interacting with 50 other post-
secondary education leaders from across the country 
was invigorating and enlightening.

HELEN: What was the most important thing you took 
away from that experience? 

RICHARD: Long standing relationships with other 
participants as well as the facilitators, Gary Filan and 
Kaye Walter.

HELEN: Eventually, you became an Academy 
facilitator.

RICHARD: Yes, I began in 2004.
 
HELEN: What has given you the most satisfaction in 
facilitating Leadership Academies? 

RICHARD: Learning about the individual leadership 
stories of participants. Learning what inspires them and 
fulfills them as post-secondary educators.

HELEN: You had a career as a college administrator. 
Describe each of the positions you held in post-
secondary education. 

RICHARD: I actually had my first assignment as 
the Commander of a Basic Leadership School for US 
Army Thailand (1972-73) followed by a position as an 
adjunct faculty member for Central Texas College in 
Pisa Italy (1974-76). I worked in both of these positions 
while serving full-time as an active duty army officer. 
Upon Retirement from the US Army in 1998, I served 
for one year as the Associate Dean for Business and 
Technology at Olympic College in Bremerton WA and 
then as Dean of Business and Technology for twelve 
years until I retired in 2011.

HELEN: What accomplishments gave you the greatest 
satisfaction? 

RICHARD: Working with staff and faculty to build 
new programs and expand opportunities for students 

that greatly facilitated their access and long-term 
success.
 
HELEN: What was the motivation that caused you to 
leave post-secondary education? 

RICHARD: The lingering impact of the recession 
that began in 2008 was decimating programs at a 
time when they were in high demand. I decided 
to open up a consulting business to expand my 
opportunity to work with industry professionals and 
post-secondary institutions to facilitate the creation 
of enduring partnerships and expand viable career 

I always enjoyed learning – and still do – and I  
discovered in my undergraduate years that I enjoyed  
both the pursuit of new ideas and the opportunity  

to discuss them with others.

INTERVIEW WITH RICHARD STRAND
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pathways for students.

HELEN: What do you miss from being engaged at an 
institution or college? 

RICHARD: Daily interaction with staff, students and 
faculty, helping them realize their dreams.

HELEN: If you had to do it all over again what would 
you do differently? 

RICHARD: I likely would have spent more time 
teaching. It has always been my first love and remains 
an enduring passion.

HELEN: What advice would you give to anyone 
considering or beginning a career in higher education 
leadership/administration?

RICHARD: Never forget what you love about higher 
education—it is a true calling that represents a most 
respected profession—the lives of students - young and 
old - are entrusted to our care and often at a time when 
they are going through some desperate experiences—
they MUST be the center of our attention.

HELEN: What do you see on the horizon for higher 
education?

RICHARD: In too many instances, post-secondary 
institutions have adopted an operational focus, lurching 
from one budget cycle to the next. The opportunities 

to think and invest strategically have been restricted in 
the past few years. Leaders at all levels need to be more 
creative, think longer term and avoid limiting their 
imagination, even as the recovery continues to unfold.

HELEN: What have you learned about leadership that 
you would like to share with our readers?

RICHARD: Focus on those you exist to serve first 
and foremost. In too many instances we get caught up 
in the details of getting through our day, responding 
to whatever lands in front of us. It’s helpful to be 
constantly thinking about the reason we are being 
employed, who we are being asked to serve, and then 
to organize our time, talent and treasure to fulfill 
the needs, desires and high expectations of those 
individuals.

Never be afraid to take risks. We work for people who 
say: “They don’t like surprises.” “Don’t get out in front 
of your headlights.” “Don’t walk too far out on a limb.” 
In too many cases we are groomed to be risk avoiders, 
not risk takers. I’ve found that some of the best options 
are the ones that at first glance may appear crazy and 
unreachable. I prefer to foster a climate where risks 
are not only acceptable, but expected. As long as you 
remain within the bounds established that are legal, 
moral and ethical, I say take risks, measured perhaps, 
but don’t let the fear of failure limit your ability to 
dream and reach. All great things at some point appear 
to be beyond our grasp. Reach for the stars!

INTERVIEW WITH RICHARD STRAND
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Take time to celebrate success along the way. Don’t 
wait for some special occasion to do so. We know from 
the research shared by Gallup that we need positive 
reinforcement to assure us we are on the right path, 
to feel good about the progress we are making. Too 
often we hold off until we can arrange for some special 
event to recognize the good service of others. It’s vital 
we positively engage our team members on a far more 
frequent basis (formally and informally) to let them 
know their daily, weekly and/or monthly good acts 
have been noticed and appreciated.

HELEN: What leadership books, research, and theories 
most inform your leadership practice? 

RICHARD: I still love the classics by Drucker and 
his kind, lots of footnotes and references for me to dig 
into. Peter Drucker’s work on effective decision-making 
is classic and as relevant today as it was 50 years ago. 
James Macgregor Burns is one of the only Pulitzer Prize 
winning authors on the subject of leadership. With a 
doctorate in political science his attraction to leadership 
was originally more political than managerial, but the 
principles that emerged from his research continue to 
influence our understanding of leadership even into 
this new century.

Clifton Taulbert is one of my favorites. I met and 
spoke with Mr. Taulbert soon after coming to work 
for Olympic College and drew on his book Eight 
Habits of the Heart in my mid-term and final reports 
for the 1999-2000 Hood River Academy. His book 
offers insights drawn from life that apply to the way 
we live, how we invest and grow talent as a community 
of brothers and sisters -remarkable given his own 
background and history!

HELEN: What are you reading right now that is 
informing your work as a leader? 

RICHARD: The Art of Critical Decision Making 
by Roberto and Understanding Complexity by Page. 
Organizations have become so large and complex, 
understanding how individual’s think and decide is key 

to understanding how they relate to each other in an 
organizational context. One need only read Essence of 
Decision by Graham T. Allison to get a sense of how 
complicated we can make the decision process and how 
the perceptions of various agencies and individuals 
within them can shape the most crucial of decisions for 
the better and/or worse.

I am also reading The Evolution of Revolutions 
by Patrick Howie. It offers insights on a universal 
concept that “creative destruction is the process of how 
innovations…generate revolutions and the destruction 
of the status quo.”

Helen: What’s a motto you lead by? 

Richard: BY example!

Helen: What do you mean “BY example?”

INTERVIEW WITH RICHARD STRAND
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Richard: The foundation of my leadership experience 
was established at a very early age—my first exposure 
to commercial fishing came as a toddler, before I 
could even walk. For several years I lived and worked 
with older salty seasoned fisherman; I had to learn the 
ways of the sea and the boat from them. I learned to 
quickly distinguish the good examples from the bad, 
the methods for teaching a skill set that reinforced 
positive thinking and those that did not. As a young 
member of a small crew I studied the leadership style 
of the most seasoned deck hands—the one thing they 
all had in common is that they never asked me to do 
anything they weren’t willing to do themselves and/
or hadn’t already mastered to near perfection. Much 
later in life, when I was a Commander of a transport 
company, I asked to be licensed on every vehicle in the 
unit—a request that required approval from the Major 
General who commanded the Army Division I was 
then assigned to because officers didn’t drive back then, 
they were assigned drivers. He seriously questioned 
why I needed to learn how to drive a tractor-trailer rig, 
or a 5,000 gallon fuel tanker—I answered in infantry 
terms by stating that no officer would ever lead from 
the rear—to be out front requires knowledge, skill 
and some level of experience with what the average 
soldier must go through to be successful at their 
jobs—mastering the basic competencies of the soldiers 
assigned to my unit will enhance my understanding of 
them as well as my credibility. When it came time for 
a visit by the Inspector General later that year, my unit 
earned over a dozen commendations—a tribute to the 
entire organization to be sure, but also a validation of 
the basic approach that leading by example, mastering 
the competencies of your profession, letting those 
around you know you are as able and willing as they 
are to do the hard work has proven itself time and 
again to be a viable strategy for leading others in any 
organization I’ve been assigned to.

HELEN: Who, would you say, has been your greatest 
leadership mentor? 

RICHARD: My grandfather and father. 

HELEN: Interesting! What can you tell us about their 
lessons in leadership?

RICHARD: When I was in the 3rd grade I remember 
begging my grandfather to take me fishing on his big 
boat—he gave me two things and a message to help 
guide my actions to prove I was ready, a small pebble 
with very rough edges and a compass. He remarked 
that the pebble was to teach me patience—when the 
edges were smooth I could bring it to him and show 
him my progress, but to not show it to him until I 
was sure it was sufficiently smooth; the compass was 
to help me set my course, choose the right direction. 
When I understood how to distinguish between north, 
south, east and west, the degrees of the compass that 
determined direction, then I would be considered 
for a trip on the boat. It took months of rubbing the 
stone with my fingers to smooth its edges. There was 
no such thing as a lapidary shop to go to, or a Home 
Depot to get the proper sanding paper—I had to use 
whatever nature provided and the easiest thing to do 
was to constantly rub the stone with my fingers, it was 
a constant reminder of my goal—to earn a place on his 
boat—patience. Just because I wanted it, it wouldn’t 
happen without making a long term commitment and 
doing the work required on my part to make it happen. 
It was a simple principle but later that spring I was so 
proud to finally present him with that smooth and 
somewhat polished stone. He took it, gave me a big old 
grandpa hug that filled me with pride and said well 
done, and then gave me another stone to work on, this 
one a bit larger. 

INTERVIEW WITH RICHARD STRAND

Richard as a small child on his father’s fishing boat.
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Dr. Helen Burnstad is Emeritus Director of Staff 
Development at Johnson County Community College, 
Overland Park, KS. Helen attended the first Leadership 
Academy in Prescott, AZ in 1992. She joined the Leadership 
Academy facilitation team in 1994. She currently serves 
on the Editorial Board for the Academy. Helen has been 
an active participant at the Chair Academy International 
Conference having presented many pre-conference workshops 
and concurrent sessions. She received the Paul A. Elsner 
Award in 2001. She can be reached at helenb@jccc.edu

INTERVIEW WITH RICHARD STRAND

HELEN: A small pebble with rough edges and a 
compass. What lesson was your grandfather teaching 
you here?

RICHARD: The lesson - the morale of the story - 
was that a man’s work was never done. It was OK to 
celebrate small term successes, but there was always a 
larger task down the road to take on. As I was working 
on smoothing one stone after the other, I also mastered 
the compass he had gifted me and that summer 
between my 3rd and fourth grade year, I earned my 
place on his boat, by far the youngest crew member in 
the fleet.

HELEN: Your grandfather gave you profound gifts.

RICHARD: Yes, after two seasons of fishing with 
my grandfather my father agreed to take me on his 
somewhat bigger boat for my first season of commercial 
fishing in Alaska—I was in the 5th grade. The work 
was very demanding, the crew tough and somewhat 
unforgiving—my dad was the skipper, I was a lowly 
crew member, starting all over again to establish 
myself. I took along one of the pebbles my grandfather 
had given me to remind me to be patient but persistent, 
along with the little compass to help me determine the 
right direction to take. It was a wonderful time, and 
yet one of the most challenging times in my life. But 
surviving the demands of my dad, the crew, and nature 
helped shape me in ways I could not have imagined 
possible. It was a gift that keeps on giving. To this 
day I carry a pebble in my pocket to remind me to be 
patient and persistent, to put in the work to achieve 
success.

HELEN: Memorable and beautiful story, Richard. I 
wish I could have met your grandfather. He sounds 
like a remarkable man. He would be very proud of 
the honor you will be receiving at the International 
Conference. Thanks so much for sharing your 
leadership thoughts and experiences. 

RICHARD: Thanks, Helen.

Richard kayaking at his cabin in his home state of Washington.
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Influencers succeed where others fail because they 
know persistent problems are rarely fed by a single 
cause but rather a conspiracy of causes. Instead of 
looking for the minimum it will take to accomplish 
change, influencers combine a critical mass of different 
kinds of influence strategies. 

To arrive at this conclusion, we studied nagging 
organizational problems such as bureaucratic 
infighting, lack of collaboration, and low compliance 
with quality or safety standards. Although more than 
90 percent of the executives we interviewed described 
their problems as powerfully “destructive,” even 
“cancerous,” few had done much to confront them. 

We got similar results when we surveyed executives and 
senior managers. About 40 percent of these executives 

how To exponenTially

INCREASE YOUR

had made some attempt to influence change. In doing 
so, however, the vast majority had employed only 
one influence strategy. A handful—fewer than five 
percent—had used four or more sources of influence 
in combination. However, the difference in outcomes 
was astounding. Those who used four or more sources 
of influence in combination were ten times more likely 
to succeed than those who relied on a single source of 
influence. 

The evidence is clear. By using four or more influence 
strategies in combination you exponentially increase 
your chances of success. But what are those sources and 
how do you actually target them? 

The six sources of Influence:
Our model organizes influence strategies into six 

Leaders frequently make miscalculations in trying to influence change. Too often, they bet 

on a single source of influence rather than tap into a diverse arsenal of strategies. Our latest 

research shows that the main variable in success or failure is not which sources of influence 

leaders choose. By far, the more important factor is how many.

By Joseph Grenny
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sources. Motivation and ability make up the backbone 
of this model which is then subdivided by three 
domains: personal, social, and structural. 

The first two domains, Personal Motivation and 
Ability, relate to sources of influence within an 
individual that determine their behavioral choices 
(motives and abilities). The next two, Social 
Motivation and Ability, relate to how other people 
affect an individual’s choices. And the final two, 
Structural Motivation and Ability, encompass the role 
of nonhuman factors, such as compensation systems, 
physical space, and technology. 

Using this model, here is how successful leaders 
employed strategies in each source to exponentially 
improve their chances of success: 

source 1: Link to Mission and Values
Many healthy behaviors are boring, uncomfortable, or 
even painful. And many unhealthy behaviors can be 

pleasurable. Reasonable people resist things that are 
uncomfortable or stressful, which is why most change 
efforts fail.

True influencers understand that human beings are 
capable of fundamentally transforming their experience 
of almost any activity. To influence people to make 
changes, effective leaders establish a moral framework 
that helps people connect new behaviors to their deeply 
held values. If leaders fail to engage values, they’re 
forced to use less effective sources of motivation like 
carrots and sticks. 

source 2: Overinvest in skill building 
True influencers understand that new behaviors can 
be far more intellectually, physically, or emotionally 
challenging than they appear on the surface. So they 
invest heavily in increasing personal ability. 

For example, Mike Miller, a former vice president of 
AT&T, saw that people needed more than motivation 

to speak up and save failing projects—
they also needed the ability to voice 
their concerns. By providing the right 
kind of training, Miller turned around 
his 3,000-person IT function and 
created a culture where everyone spoke 
up early and honestly about the risks 
they saw affecting project goals. 

source 3: harness peer pressure
Effective influencers understand 
that what shapes and sustains the 
behavioral norms of an organization 
are lots of small interactions. They 
realize that unless they positively 
aligned social actions, their chance of 
influencing change is slim. 

When Ralph Heath was tasked to get 
the F-22 Raptor into production in 
18 months, he knew he needed the 
support of 5,000 Lockheed Martin 
employees. Unable to gain the trust 

HOW TO EXPONENTIALLY INCREASE YOUR INFLUENCE
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and support of everyone, Heath invested time in the 
most influential people—both the formal leaders and 
the opinion leaders. He met monthly with supervisors, 
managers, and informal leaders to candidly review 
their concerns and foreseeable problems. As Heath won 
the trust of opinion leaders, they influenced others. In 
the end, the performance of Heath’s group exceeded 
expectations and met production deadlines.

source 4: create social support
If you focus only on the motivating power of the 
people around you, you limit your own influence. The 
reality is that people around you don’t just motivate—
they can undermine behavior as well.

At AT&T, Mike Miller was charged with improving 
his group’s track record in meeting quality, schedule, 
and cost targets. He found that the ability to discuss 
mission-critical issues rapidly and honestly with co-
workers was essential for employees. Unfortunately, 

HOW TO EXPONENTIALLY INCREASE YOUR INFLUENCE

leaders didn’t always enable this behavior. So to make 
leaders accessible and available, Miller taught them new 
skills and tasked them with teaching the skills to their 
direct reports. The process cascaded down through the 
organization and the skills became ingrained in the 
culture.

source 5: Align Rewards  
and Ensure Accountability
If you want to understand people’s priorities, follow 
the money. If a leader talks about quality but rewards 
productivity, employees will notice. Chronic problems 
such as lack of accountability, poor productivity, and 
slipshod quality can often be traced to poorly designed 
incentives that reward the wrong behaviors. 

Employees at all levels need to see incentives for 
changing. People won’t support change if the behavior 
management wants to encourage doesn’t make their 
lives better. However, our advice is to use incentives 
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HOW TO EXPONENTIALLY INCREASE YOUR INFLUENCE

third, not first. Otherwise, you might actually 
undermine people’s intrinsic motivation. Begin with 
personal and social sources of motivation, and then 
reinforce them with well-designed incentive systems.

source 6: change the Environment
If you want to change an organization’s mental 
agenda, you need to change the data that routinely 
crosses people’s desks. Pat Ryan, vice chairman of 
OGE Energy, was concerned about a subsidiary’s 
reputation for being insufficiently customer driven. To 
turn things around, Ryan established a company-wide 
target of having streetlights repaired within five days 
and created a weekly reporting mechanism to help 
managers monitor outages. Shortly, all but two areas 
had completely solved the problem. 

Joseph Grenny is the coauthor of four New York Times 
bestsellers, Influencer, Change Anything, Crucial Conversations, 
and Crucial Confrontations. He is also a sought-after 
speaker, consultant to the Fortune 500, and co-founder 
of VitalSmarts, an innovator in corporate training and 
organizational performance. 

He can be reached at www.vitalsmarts.com 

Sometimes companies need to make structural changes 
to influence behavior. Spectrum Health Grand Rapids 
recently went so far as to create a physical space where 
people can brainstorm ideas without distractions. In 
the first year, company employees identified 35 ideas to 
pursue commercially and received provisional patents 
on three of them. 

conclusion
Effective influencers drive change by relying on several 
different sources of influence strategies at the same 
time. Those who understand how to combine multiple 
sources of influence are up to ten times more successful 
at producing substantial and sustainable change.
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All over the world, we sometimes stop and ponder our 
human journey and the role that each of us play in 
making this journey the best one possible. In so doing, 
we have to first look at ourselves and do an inventory 
of how we have embraced the opportunities of creating 
and sustaining good relationships along the way. After 
all, the laughter, the joy, the tears, the sadness, and the 
triumphs will center our conversations-the life of the 
people living in our midst. Our presence matters in 
the lives of others! This was so important to me when 
growing up as young man on the Mississippi Delta. 
I needed caring and visionary people committed to 
my future. I was fortunate! Such people showed up, 
ordinary people just like us. My world was marred by 
the impact of legal segregation and all it entailed, but 
that reality was not able to stand against the intentional 
unselfishness I encountered. Their unselfishness made 
my journey possible. They were employing timeless 
and universal principles to shift my perspective, my 
thinking and my behavior. Now nearly a half-century 
later, their actions have become the stories that I share 

The Foundation™

by Clifton L. Taulbert

worldwide: The Eight Habits of the Heart. Though I 
first saw them lived out on the Mississippi Delta, I now 
know them to be timeless and universal: Nurturing 
Attitude, Responsibility, Dependability, Friendship, 
Brotherhood-Sisterhood, High Expectations, Courage 
and Hope. 

These are the Eight Habits of OUR Heart. They come 
alive through our daily commitment to the well-being 
of others. They are indeed universal. I recall when 
speaking at an international conference several years 
ago, prior to the reconciliation between Northern and 
Southern Ireland. Standing in the midst of mayors 
from both sides of the conflict, we found ourselves in 
tears as we realized that these habits, when embraced 
and lived out, could indeed change our perspective of 
ourselves and of others. They are powerful! As a young 
boy, these habits had no names in particular. They 
were simply the people down the street who stepped 
up and became extraordinary leaders. For me, it was 
my Uncle Cleve, the entrepreneur Ice Man who hired 

eighT habiTs of our hearT
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me to work for him when I was thirteen. He cared 
about my future. He demanded much of me. And 
over time, I demanded much of myself. Let me take 
you back to the world of my youth and to the people 
and the circumstances where I first experienced this 
unprecedented level of intentional unselfishness. They 
thought I mattered. You see, when we think OTHERS 
matter, everything changes for the better.

I first experienced these Eight Habits of OUR Heart 
while growing up in the Mississippi Delta during the 
era of legal segregation-a time of turbulence in our 
country. However, it was in that time period that I 
also witnessed NURTURING ATTITUDE-the habit 
that has to do with the unselfish use of time. Because 
of unselfish people of all races and ages who gave their 
time to ensure that this nation would live up to its 
creed, we have reason to celebrate today. If we embrace 
this habit of the heart, we continue the process of 
preserving and celebrating our shared humanity. 

During that same time period, I witnessed 
RESPONSIBILITY and DEPENDABILITY come 
alive. I saw ordinary people-people without assets to 
preserve and without academic or social credentials 
come to the rescue of our nation. It was as if they heard 
Paul Revere’s alarm to the nation being born. It was 
as if they were at Gettysburg when President Lincoln 
called for the citizen to become the endurance of this 
nation. These two habits have to do with empowering 
others and with keeping our word. Our nation needed 
both at the time of great turbulence and still does 
today. As we watch the events of the world unfold 
around us, such habits are still needed.

When I first experienced the habit of FRIENDSHIP, 
my world was rather small and mostly filled with 
people I had known all my life, but somehow their 
small acts of kindness were showing me what would be 
expected of me as my world grew. And my, my has it 
grown! Somehow this habit defines our country-a place 
where the world seeks to come and taste what we often 
take for granted. This habit is about binding people 
together during all the times of their lives-somehow 

THE FOUNDATION: EIGHT HABITS OF OUR HEART

NURTURING ATTITUDE
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finding a way to make one nation out of so many. 
This habit is even more critical today as the world has 
become more and more dependent upon each other. 
Technology has brought us within earshot of each 
other. We are no longer strangers-but fellow travelers 
along our human journey together.

We can go even further. We can take friendship to 
the level of BROTHERHOOD/SISTERHOOD. It’s 
possible. I saw it in my hometown-a place where the 
rules of separatism seemed to have been written in 
indelible ink. I saw tables stretched for me. We have the 
capacity to make the pangs of our birth worthwhile. 
This is what America has been for the world-a 
stretched table. It’s about not being comfortable being 
comfortable. Reach beyond comfortable! Extend a 

THE FOUNDATION: EIGHT HABITS OF OUR HEART

friendship

welcome to others. Everybody matters! We must all 
keep our personal torches burning brightly so that 
others can find their way to our welcoming door. 

As I write these thoughts, I cannot help but also think 
about the generations who will follow us and what they 
will think and do to celebrate our human journey. As I 
think about them, I think about the importance of this 
next habit of the heart-HIGH EXPECTATIONS. To 
have High Expectations for others is so critical because 
our expectations will dictate and direct our actions 
toward them. Our nation, as do all nations, needs every 
young person to embrace their role as citizen-trustees 
of their respective countries. But it starts with me-
believing that others can and will be successful and 
then telling them so. Had I not experienced such a 
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Clifton Taulbert is the author of Pulitzer Prize Nominated: 
Eight Habits of the Heart. His keynote address at the 21st 
Annual International Leadership Conference will be come 
from most recent book entitled, Who Ones the Ice House. 
With numerous published works for adults and children, 
Clifton serves as an international speaker and consultant. 
He can be reached at booking@cliftontaulbert.com

THE FOUNDATION: EIGHT HABITS OF OUR HEART

habit while growing up, I am not sure the disposition 
of my life. Then HIGH EXPECTATIONS for others 
is a gift that will not come from the hard assets of our 
lives, but from our hearts.

During the Revolutionary War in America, individuals 
bravely thought they could create a new world. During 
the Civil War, individuals bravely thought they could 
change our world. During the Civil Rights Movement, 
they bravely thought they could change my world. 
What did they all have in common? They had this 

habit of the heart: COURAGE. This is the bedrock 
of our Democracy and Democracy all over the world, 
the ability of ordinary citizens to step up and become 
the Courage needed to be the positive difference 
being sought. We must look deeply within ourselves 
and around us to determine what is right and when 
convinced…Stand Up. This is Courage. I have a life 
because of the Courage of others. 

The Eighth Habit of OUR Heart is HOPE. It’s all 
about-believing in tomorrow, going beyond what we 
see because we have learned to see with the eyes of 
our hearts. It’s about believing that the impossible is 
possible. It’s about committing ourselves to the task of 
making the world around us a better place in which 
to live, work, play and dream. Hope is a person, just 
like the elders who dreamed for me and just like you 
and me. Our voice and our touch give substance to the 
HOPE that lives in our heart. Remember, the future of 
our nation and that of the world depends upon such an 
unselfish embrace. The Eight Habits of the Heart are 
not held captive by race, gender or geography. All they 
need are human hearts in which to dwell and live out 
their immense potential all over the world.

hope
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GALLUP STRENGTHS CAFE

Cutting-edge Keynote Speakers, Pre-Conference Workshops,

interactive Concurrent and Roundtable Sessions, and the

Gallup Strengths Cafe. 

Throughout the Conference you will have the opportunity to engage in a Strengths Dialogue with a

Gallup Strengths Ambassador at our Strengths Cafe.

CONFERENCE SITE
The 2012 Conference will be held at the

Sheraton Dallas Hotel.

165 Courtland Street NE

Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Phone: 404.659.6500

Academy Conference Rate of $162/night

Registration available at www.chairacademy.com

Powerful keynote speakers, active learning workshops, and

exemplary programs! Join us as we maximize conference 

participants' opportunities to network, learn, grow, and 

develop knowledge and skills in post-secondary leadership. 

CONFERENCE GOAL

Presidents, Vice-Presidents, Deans, Chairs, Faculty, 

Directors, and other Administrators focused on developing

and honing their leadership and management capabilities.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

The Chair Academy’s 21st Annual 
International Leadership Conference

March 26-29, 2012 in Atlanta, Georgia
Hosted by Georgia Perimeter College

PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS

CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

This year's Conference offers participants four thought-provoking day-long workshops that will 

engage leaders in developing knowledge, skills, and best practices that they can apply daily. 

LEADING TO A BRIGHTER FUTURE
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BRUCE
BARKER

WILL DISCUSS 
WHY

IT’S 
PERSONAL!

KATHLEEN
BERTRAND

WILL TALK TO 
YOU ABOUT

SINGING
YOUR OWN

SONG

CLIFTON
TAULBERT

WILL HAVE A 
CONVERSATION ABOUT

VISIONARIES AT
WORK:

THE WINNING 
STRATEGY

JOSEPH
GRENNY

WILL DISCUSS 
HOW TO

CHANGE
ANYTHING FOR 

A BETTER 
TOMORROW

CONFERENCE KEYNOTE SPEAKERS

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

Tuesday - Thursday, March 27-29, 2012 
Conference rates include the following:

• Continental Breakfast Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday

• Welcome Reception on Monday Evening

• AM/PM Breaks  Tuesday, Wednesday, and AM Break Thursday

• Chair Academy’s 21st Anniversary Gala Banquet and Concert 

starring The Swingin’ Medallions

• StrengthsQuest™ Online Assessment Code

• Strengths Cafe -  Strengths Consultation with a 

Gallup Strengths Ambassador

Conference Registration Fees

Register Online at: www.chairacademy.com/conference/2012/tabs_conference_2012.html

Monday March 26, 2012 
Pre-Conference Sessions take place from
9:00am - 3:30pm. 
You may only attend ONE.
$125.00 (This fee includes a continental breakfast, am refreshment

break, and workshop materials)

• The Trick To Being A Chair/Organizational Leader

• The Challenge of Creative Leadership

• Putting Gen Y in the Leadership Chair

• Leadership and Management: Discover Your ‘Magic’

Conference Registration Pricing
Registration received by February 21, 2012:
$460 Early-Bird Registration Fee - Includes admission 

to 21st Anniversary Gala banquet 
& concert featuring The Swingin’ Medallions

$435 Early Bird Registration Fee for Chair Academy 
Member (Individual/Institutional)

$420 Conference Sponsor or Atlanta Advanced 
Academy participant

Registration received after February 21, 2012:
$495 Registration Fee - Includes admission to

21st Anniversary Gala banquet & concert featuring 
The Swingin’ Medallions

$465 Registration Fee for Chair Academy Member 
(Individual/Institutional) 

$420 Conference Sponsor or Atlanta Advanced 
Academy participant

Single Day Registration Rates
$325 Tuesday, March 27, 2012 -  Includes admission 

to 21st Anniversary Gala banquet 
& concert featuring The Swingin’ Medallions

$285 Wednesday, March 28, 2012
$180 Thursday, March 29, 2012
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IDEA FEEDBACK FOR DEPARTMENT CHAIRS
The only nationally available instrument to guide your professional  
reflective practice

IDEA CHAIR COACHING SERVICE
Expert consulting to build your leadership skills and maximize your talent

You probably entered academia to pursue 
individual intellectual pursuits. Now, as a chair, your 
responsibilities are much more complex, focused on 
mentoring and facilitating the work of your colleagues, 
managing tight budgets, maximizing department 
potential, and advancing your institution’s priorities, 
with ever-shrinking resources.

The IDEA Center, a nonprofit organization, gives chairs 
like you the resources to:
• Strengthen your leadership skills
• Improve your department’s culture and effectiveness
• Enhance your professional life
• Focus on individualized improvement strategies that  
 will benefit you the most

You’ve been selected to lead.
What’s the next step?

Contact us to learn how you can benefit from personalized feedback and consultation based on 
your identified needs, at minimal cost to your institution. Visit www.theideacenter.org/chairs.

June 28-29, 2012, Chicago
Welcome Reception, June 27
Doubletree Hotel Chicago Magnificent Mile

November 8-9, 2012, St. Pete Beach, FL
Welcome Reception, November 7
TradeWinds Sandpiper Hotel and Suites Resort

Leaders
• Walt Gmelch
• Mary Lou Higgerson
• Peter Seldin
• Susan Engelkemeyer

Leaders
•  Walt Gmelch
•  Fernando Gomez
•  Mary Lou Higgerson 
•  Peter Seldin

Register today to attend an  
IDEA Department Chair Seminar! 
Space is limited to 100. 
Step away from the constant challenges of your daily environment and focus on your  
own professional development. The IDEA Department Chair Seminars provide an  
in-depth examination of key topics essential to the work of the academic chairperson.  
The interactive sessions, facilitated by national practitioner-leaders, are an opportunity  
to listen, discuss, and reflect on your role as chair with an informal, collegial group. 

To register or for information: 
Jenny Sump
800.255.2757
www.theideacenter.org/chairseminar
jenny@theideacenter.org

A national leader in student 
rating services since 1975
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Doctor of management
 In communIty college PolIcy anD aDmInIstratIon

copyright © 2011 university of maryland university college

 800-888-umuc  •  umuc.edu/ccadministrator

A recent study shows that 60 to 80 percent of community college leaders will retire 
within 5 to 10 years.* Which makes now the perfect time to earn your Doctor of 
Management (DM) in community college policy and administration from University  
of Maryland University College (UMUC). The program includes a three-year leadership 
component featuring leadership assessments and team-based executive coaching. 

soon, there wIll be a lot more room at the toP. • Build your network by working with the same cohort  
of students throughout the program
• Courses are offered online with a two-to-three-day  

residency each semester
• Scholarships, loans and an interest-free monthly payment 

plan available

Program is not available to Maryland residents.*Study by the American Association of Community Colleges.
enroll now.            

LEADING TO A BRIGHTER FUTURE
The Chair Academy’s 21st Annual 

Leadership Conference 
for College and University Leaders

March 26-29, 2012 - Atlanta Georgia
Hosted by Gerogia Perimeter College

REGISTRATION IS OPEN!
Join us this March in Atlanta to celebrate 

21 years of leadership development. 

In addition to the amazing networking opportunities, 
this year’s conference will feature five cutting-edge

keynote speakers, 100 roundtable and concurrent sessions, 
and four pre-conference skill-building workshops that will 
showcase model programs and leadership best-practices.

To learn more about the Chair Academy Conference 
visit us online at:

www.chairacademy.com/conference/2012/tabs_conference_2012.html

Register before February 21st, 2012 and receive the 
conference early bird rate!
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JOSSEY-BASS DEPARTMENT CHAIR LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
• 90-minute online seminars led by thought-leaders and recognized experts 
•  Interact directly with presenters and peers from the convenience of your desktop

Series One: The Essentials
Designed for department chairs in their first 
term (1 to 3 years). 

March 8, 2012 
The Most Important Things You Need to  
Know (and Do) as a Department Chair 

March 22, 2012 
A Quick and Practical Guide to Managing  
Your Time and Stress 

April 5, 2012 
Best Practices in Effective Communication  
and Conflict Management 

April 19, 2012 
What Department Chairs Can Do to Foster  
Excellent Teaching 

May 3, 2012 
Best Practices in Budgeting, Resource  
Management, and Planning for Results 

Series Two: Best Practices 
Designed for department chairs with more 
experience who want to know how to deal suc-
cessfully with the key challenges of their position. 

March 15, 2012 
Keys to Effective and Fair Faculty Evaluation 

March 29, 2012 
Program Level Assessment: What to Do and  
What to Avoid 

April 12, 2012 
What Department Chairs Need to Know About 
Legal Issues and Risk Management 

April 26, 2012 
Strategies for Leading and Managing Change 

May 10, 2012 
Best Practices in Strategic Leadership  
and Decision Making

Sign up for a complete 
Series (all 5 Sessions) 
for $399 and receive: 
•  A complimentary copy of 

 The Department Chair Primer, 
2nd Edition (with Series 1)
or The Essential Department 
Chair, 2nd Edition (with  
Series 2) 

•  30% off all Jossey-Bass & 
Wiley books 

•  Instant subscription  to The 
Jossey-Bass Department 
Chair Insider e-newsletter 

•  Additional discounts and 
offers! 

* $99 for any single session

Visit www.departmentchairs.org to 
register with special extended early 
bird pricing through March 15!

Can’t attend the live online seminar? 
Recorded versions are available to 
registrants for 6 months after the 
final session in the series, so you can 
review your session(s) after the event.

LeadiNg edge
Community College Leadership Programs at the Abraham S. Fischler School
of Education give students the skills to take on new challenges in post-
secondary education. Come and speak with us at the 21st Annual International
Leadership Conference.

888.857.4785 ext. 28437          debbien@nova.edu 
fischlerschool.nova.edu/edd/minor/communitycollegeleadership

Nova Southeaster University admits students of any race, color, sexual orientation, and national or ethnic origin.  Nova Southeastern University is accredited
by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, GA 30033-4097, Telephone number:
404-679-4501) to award associate’s, bachelor’s, master’s, educational specialist and doctoral degrees.                                                       0212-097-CA

Take NoThiNg for graNTed
Visit our booth and get the inside track to scholarships in the Higher Education
Leadership Program. Establish eligibility for Title V-B and tuition relief grants;
speak with world-renowned researchers, accomplished educators, and
captivating speakers; discuss the administrative and academic needs of post-
secondary leaders.

Qualify for a Title V-B Educational Grant for Chair Academy Training
15% Tuition Grants Available through Our Chair Academy Partnership
Transfer Credits for Chair Academy Training
Attend the two Abraham S. Fischler round table discussions
Obtain information on the Community College Leadership Programs
Enhance your qualifications for academic leadership 

NOV-FSE-097 Chair Academy AdR5 :Layout 1  2/24/12  3:15 PM  Page 1
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Our faculty 
The excellence of MacEwan’s faculty has always 
been—and continues to be—a hallmark of our 
success. Our faculty come to MacEwan from 
around the world to engage their passion for 
teaching and committment to student success. 

The university’s small class sizes offer students 
excellent oportunities to connect with faculty 
– and to become engaged in research and 
scholarly activity. 

Innovative. Inspired. Involved. This is

MacEwan Now.
Grant MacEwan University, 

located in Edmonton, 

Alberta, is home to more  

than 11,000 students who  

are enrolled in over 

50 programs: four-year  

undergraduate degrees,  

diplomas and certificates. 

www.MacEwan.ca

Our facilities
Grant MacEwan University’s City Centre Campus 
is located in the heart of the city, in close prox-
imity to Edmonton’s nationally renowned arts 
and culture district and a wide selection of retail 
and restaurants. 

To support new programming initiatives,  
MacEwan recently added new science labs, 
completed a major expansion of our library, 
built a 860-bed residence and opened the 
Robbins Health Learning Centre – a state-of-
the-art teaching facility widely recognized for its 
integrated-simulation technology.

Our programming
As Alberta’s newest university, MacEwan offers 
degree programs that build on our long tradition 
of offering certificates, diplomas, university 
transfer and applied degrees. 

Our degrees are: a Bachelor of Arts with eight 
majors, a Bachelor of Commerce with four 
majors, a Bachelor of Science in Nursing, a 
Bachelor of Science with six majors, a Bachelor 
of Child and Youth Care, a Bachelor of  
Communication Studies, and a Bachelor of 
Music in Jazz and Contemporary Popular Music. 

We are focused on our students, and the results 
show: in the 2010 National Survey of Student 

Engagement, senior students rated MacEwan 
higher than other western Canadian institutions 
for our supportive environment, student/faculty 
interaction, and level of academic challenge. 


